Company Profile

History and objectives
Our reality is called EvinTO Wine and was founded in Turin in 2004 as a distribution
company of Italian wine abroad, particularly in northern Europe. Our working model is
traditional and based on the sale of the best selections of Italian wine divided into price
ranges and region of origin.
On the basis of diversifying our offer, and in 2017 becoming part of the Betacom Group,
we aimed to offer a better service by opening three new offices in Italy: Rome, Milan and
Treviso.
Besides proven technical experience on wine knowledge we have invested in our services:
• we believe in treating our customers with respect by preparing exclusive services with
wine. From the most beautiful gift packages with special formats to exclusive bottles
outside the catalog.
• we grow through creativity, invention and innovation by offering consultancy for the
preparation and production of new wine cards, even seasonal, for international hotels and
resorts.
• we integrate honesty, integrity and business ethics into all aspects of our business
operation.
Our goals are:
• the expansion in the sector is the setting up for bars, wine bars and restaurants in Italy
and subsequent development of key customers.
• increase the company's activities and investments to support development in services,
with express deliveries in 24 hours in Italy and less than 4 days throughout the rest of
Europe.
• building a good reputation in the sector and in distribution management. Transparent
contracts and customer protection as a business partner.
• discretion and seriousness for special supplies of champagne and luxury wine designed
and delivered directly by boat or in the nearest available landing place.
• become one of the leading Italian companies dedicated to the distribution of wine in
Europe.

Advantages
EvinTO Wine carries out communication activities with wine through innovative
Digital Marketing tools to better promote activities. Furthermore, our professionals
guarantee their continuous assistance until they reach their goals. Delivery speed,
guaranteed prices. Customs assistance for duties and excise duties on alcoholic
beverages.
Mission
EvinTO Wine's mission is to build long-lasting relationships with our customers and
provide them with increasingly exceptional services, pursuing work through innovation
and technology. Promote awareness of drinking rightly and getting excited about a new
glass of wine.
Vision
Our intention is to provide quality services that exceed our customers' expectations.
Accept cryptocurrency payments.
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